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Orbit sprinkler timer manual 57196

Works great and the installation went flawlessly. There was an Orbit brand installed on this house when I brote it, but something went wrong and it had to be replaced. I went to Lowe's to buy a new one and saw this WiFi version. Since my house is quite connected, which means we eavesdoted ourselves with Alexa,
smart plugs, smart lights, etc., I thought it appropriate to make my irrigation system too smart. I'm really glad I did it. Once we had it properly wired (5 zones), the installation of a timer for our home network (via WiFi) was super simple programming and 5 zones was a breeze. It took less than 5 minutes to connect it to my
network, check the areas, and program 5 areas. If you're used to using apps, the shared app interface makes navigation and its use extra simple – much easier than programming a watering timer using the LCD screen and buttons on the work time itself. Plus, you can do a rain delay right in the app (no need if you have
a rain sensor... I didn't). There are 4 programs, so you can program the same areas in multiple programs and toggle them with an indicator. Useful if your regions are treated differently for different seasons, for example. The only thing that's 100% unclear during installation is Alexa compatibility. I'm going to investigate
this now. So far, Tuzman works great and I love the easy app interface, installation, and programming. Good work, Orbit! This item does not belong to this page. Thanks, we'll check it out. This site or its third-party tools use cookies, which are necessary for its functioning and are required to achieve the objectives
illustrated in the Cookie Policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to cookies or some of them, please refer to the Cookie Policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through this page, clicking a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies. Einige Word-Funktionen können on
Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden and werden bei Änderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLasta Andrungen Enzygen
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